Systems thinking Playbook
Book Launch in Hungaria n
1085.Budapest, Horánszky u.13.

2015 .szeptember 17.

Unfortunately, most people do not understand the behavior of
complex systems. They imagine that shared goals and honest effort
will be enough to achieve any objective. But a group characterized by trust, unanimity, and
hard work can often get exactly the opposite of what it seeks. And trying harder typically
makes the problem even worse! D.Meadows

DESIGN 10AM-17PM
SystemAwareness=Participation+ Aware Presence + Systmes Thinking

9.30
10.00
10.30
10.40
11.10
11.20

Arrival and Registration
WELCOME
Judit
Short Intro on the imporatnce of StH int he here and now
KATI
Cafe dialogue between cafe table members-short intro K+J
Intro of the authors
Kati+Tibor
RoundTable( book team): Why was it so important for us to get the book out in Hungarian?
Systems Game: FRAMES
Cafe dialogue: What does it bring into my my mind-the game and our present time?

11.50
12.40
13.40
14.00
14.30

GAME: The Web of Life
LuNCH
GAME: Living Loop Theme: Ecology
D.Meadows on SKYPE
Open space groups: How can I make the best of the book and this knowledge in my work?

15.20
16.00
16.10
16.30

Roundtable: Reflections on what we heard?
US ALL
The 5 desciplnes int he here and now…interconnections and relevance Agota
Café: What am I taking home-dialogue into action?
Linda B.Sweeney on SKYPE Systems thiking and learning and the new generation of kids..
Closing reflextion and our new StH Club Plan
Agota

INVITEES: business, coach,teachers, young entrepreneurs, consultants, friends and coleagues
The growing gap between rich and poor, rising conflict, accellerating
environmental damage, and mounting financial chaos are just a few examples
to suggest that it takes something more than honest effort. It requires that
people understand the relation between behavior of a system and the
underlying rules that govern that behavior. Honest effort is not enough for
success. Often success requires a major change in the rules or the paradigms
that characterize a system.
The games are not alone sufficient, but they can enormously enhance the
value of other materials. In combination with a good speech, a workshop, a
group discussion, or management briefing, they can be a powerful way to illustrate a essential point and
to give others a concrete understanding..
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